Achieve End-to-End Project Management

with Deltek's Integrated Project & Portfolio Management (PPM) Suite

In today's complex business environment, the more aligned an organization's people, processes and tools, the better it becomes at executing projects and delivering exceptional results.

THE DELTEK PPM SUITE ENABLES SUCCESS ACROSS THE FOUR MAJOR STAGES OF THE PROJECT LIFECYCLE:

The Proposal Phase
Create an accurate proposal to guide your initial baseline.

REALIZED BENEFITS:
• High Level Project Plan
• High Level Cost Estimate

The Planning Phase
Create a more detailed plan that results in a risk adjusted critical path schedule and cost baseline.

REALIZED BENEFITS:
• Schedule Quality Analysis
• Forecast Models (Internal, Customer, Statistical)
• Work Authorizations
• Risk Register

The Execution Phase
Put your project plan and tasks into action to deliver expected results.

REALIZED BENEFITS:
• Fully Supported EVM/Cost Management
• Role-Based Status Updates
• Status & Actual Cost Consolidation

The Monitoring and Control Phase
Review your project's progress, incorporate changes, address variances and implement corrective actions.

REALIZED BENEFITS:
• Role-Based Change Management
• Role-Based Variance Analysis & Corrective Action
• Project Health Metric Dashboards
• Drill-Down Reporting and Analysis

The Deltek PPM Suite includes:
• Open Plan: Enterprise scheduling and resource management
• Acumen: Schedule quality and risk
• Cobra: Cost management and compliance with ANSI/EIA-748 supported EVM capabilities
• PM Compass: Define and enforce your optimal business workflows with unparalleled transparency
• wInsight Analytics: Drill down analysis and reporting

See how you can leverage industry-leading tools to build the most realistic project plans and accurately evaluate and manage risk exposure.

GET MORE INFO »